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Hamiltonhill
Masterplan Report
Introduction

Hamiltonhill Masterplan has been developed based on a specific and aspirational vision for
Hamiltonhill that projects a thriving, connected, fulfilled and growing community;
Hamiltonhill Reinvention.
This report has been structured to align with Glasgow City Council’s Interim Planning
Guidance (IPG1) and developed to demonstrate compliance with the council’s
Masterplanning and Placemaking agendas.

Hamiltonhill
Masterplan Report
Executive Summary
The Hamiltonhill area of Glasgow is located between the areas of Maryhill and Possilpark to
the North of Glasgow City Centre. It has a high proportion of gap sites including three
recently demolished schools and others resulting from housing clearances, with its
remaining stock being well kept and popular four in a block ‘cottage flats’. The area has
traditional ties to Saracen Street in Possilpark with more limited connections to Maryhill and
the West End due to the southern and western edges being bounded by the Forth and
Clyde Canal.
Collective Architecture with support from Martin Aitken Associates and Aecom have
prepared a Masterplan for Queens Cross Housing Association that considers how best to
integrate new housing and complimentary uses in relation to the specific challenges of the
site and its relationship with neighbouring areas, services and facilities.
A sustainable housing mix has been identified that reflects the client’s current demand and
projects an aspiration for the next 10 to 15 years onto Hamiltonhill by applying a number of
phases to the site, which will be modified in response to the client’s development
capacities. The current layout takes account of appropriate variety to contribute to
delivering a sustainable urban development.
The phases that have been identified incorporate flexibility for third party developers and
allows for a variety of tenures possible either pepper-potted throughout the site or by
phase.
Massing, architectural design, landscaping and streetscaping have been considered in
response to local planning guidance and national policy framework for best practice. The
topography of the site and existing service layout have had significant impacts on the
development proposal.
The project was undertaken in conjunction with Glasgow City Council and Scottish Canals
‘What Floats Your Boat’ Charrette which considered the wider environment of the North of
Glasgow and broader strategic connections and challenges. The Charrette resulted in the
Canal/ Hamiltonhill Development Framework.
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The Charrette process provided a forum to develop a coherent vision of sustainable
placemaking for the north of Glasgow with a focus on Hamiltonhill and the Forth and Clyde
Canal corridor. It also oﬀered the opportunity to engage with the challenges of overcoming
the barriers to the city centre from Hamiltonhill; a new pedestrian bridge and associated
footpaths through a new wetland park are proposed. This process also provided the basis
for consulting with the local community to source ideas and information and gauge public
reaction to proposals which were broadly welcomed. The significant opportunities of
connecting more robustly both from physical and biodiversity/water management
perspectives were embraced by the study.
Subsequent engagement events were held locally at Bardowie Mission Hall and later at
Westercommon to test the proposals and gather further information from the local
community. There are a number of community activities and related studies, most notably
Our Hammyhill which have influenced the Masterplan and are encouraged to be pursued
further as the project progresses.
Land ownership has been identified with QCHA owning the majority of the southern half of
the site and GCC retaining an interest in the northern half. This must be considered for
phase specific development strategies.
Surface water management with particular reference to the North Glasgow Strategic Water
Management Strategy was a central theme and challenge of the project. A clear strategy,
developed from the North Glasgow Integrated Water Management Strategy has been
identified that will allow pluvial flooding to disperse into the canal. Work remains to be done
on this issue and responsibility for undertaking the initial infrastructure works has yet to be
confirmed. This approach has broadened into a blue, green and grey active travel strategy
that incorporates walkable neighbourhoods, wildlife and biodiversity improvements and
provides the basis for new pedestrian routes to and through the site.
The proposal incorporates over 600 new dwellings made up of a combination of two storey
houses and cottage flats, three storey townhouses and three, four and five storey flats,
arranged in response to the existing urban grain and new parks / key streets.

Hamiltonhill
Masterplan Report
Through discussions with GCC Planning a way forward has been proposed to taker the
project through the planning approvals process;

- submit a Masterplan Report for consideration by Council Committee
- submit a PPP application based on the approved Masterplan which would be a
material consideration to the PPP

- submit MSC applications on a phased approach based on the approved PPP and
Masterplan documents

A number of challenges remain including sourcing suﬃcient funding to deliver the aspiration
of the project, resolving outstanding actions for the surface water strategy outwith the site
and developing the site at a suitably rapid rate to minimise disruption to residents and take
advantage of economy of scale that could assist in delivery.
Costings have been prepared which identify the challenge to delivering the project in
accordance with planning and strategic infrastructure aims and aspirations.
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Chapter 01 The site and local area

Chapter 01 The site and local area
Location

Hamiltonhill is a part of Possilpark district of Glasgow, located to the north in close
proximity to the City Centre, and next to the Forth and Clyde Canal. The area is
predominantly residential, with Saracen Street serving as a distinct main street for the area.
The majority of the residential part of Hamiltonhill was built in the 1930s and 1960s,
however extensive areas of tenemental buildings of that period have been demolished,
including three local schools leaving large areas of Hamiltonhill undeveloped however, the
street pattern of the former developments remains in place.
The Masterplan covers four vacant sites within Hamiltonhill, identified as follows:
Site 1 Bounded by Ellesmere Street, Auckland Street, Caldarvan Street and Hamiltonhill
Road.
Site 2 Bounded by Auckland Street, Hobart Street, Bardowie Street, Carbeth Street and
Stonyhurst Street. Part of the site has previously been occupied by St Cuthbert’s and
Saracen Primary Schools.
Site 3 To the west of Ellesmere Street, previously occupied by the now demolished
Westercommon Primary School.
Site 4 To the south of Ellesmere Street and above the Applecross Basin, including some
shop units, of which most are currently vacant.
There has historically been a perceived social North/ South divide based on the southern
half of the site having earlier installation of electric streetlights.
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1961 - Historic map

Chapter 02/1 Social and cultural history

1795 - Historic map

Historic images of Hamiltonhill, 1920s-1990s

Historic images of Hamiltonhill, 1920s-1990s

2.6
1880 - Historic map

History
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1912 - Historic map
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What Floats Your Boat?
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Figure 4: Slope Analysis
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Slope Analysis - LUC
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Topographic character of the site, critical contours.
2.3

Topographic character of the site, critical contours.
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The contours within the site would not prevent the development of housing though they do offer
another constraint and will inform the architecture, particularly of terraced houses and flats.

"This work is based on data provided through www.VisionofBritain.org.uk and uses historical material which is copyright of the Great Britain Historical GIS Project and the University of Portsmouth".
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d. Canal tow path
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Hamiltonhill is bounded on two sides by the biodiverse Forth and Clyde
canal corridor which also forms the recently designated Claypits Nature
Reserve. The 6.73 Ha nature reserve is home to many species of insect
and animal including Waterfowl and Roe Deer. Access to the reserve is
gained from Stonyhurst Street and Applecross Basin at the Scottish
Canals oﬃces. This oﬀers opportunities to create biodiverse connections
into and through the site. The canal towpath also provides an attractive
route west or towards the city centre.
The nearby parks of Ruchill and Cowlairs oﬀer other types of large scale
green space though they are not considered as particularly local
amenities.
Within the site boundary the cleared areas have been landscaped and
tended to varying degrees:
Clay Pits - Land ownership map
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Key buildings in close proximity to the site

Speirs Wharf at Port Dundas
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Chapter 02/6 Sub surface infrastructure

Chapter 02/7 Above surface infrastructure - pylon route
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Chapter 02/8 Commercial provision
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Chapter 02/9 Public transport connectivity
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Chapter 02/10 Connection and access

Overview
Hamiltonhill is located north of and at 1.5 miles to George Square sits in close proximity to
the City Centre with significant opportunities to make better connections to the centre and
West End of the city. It has very good connections to road and rail networks to give
convenient access to most destinations across the country. However, as identified in the
GCC City Plan 2 Hamiltonhill is separated on various levels due to ‘the area’s complex
urban form, including the Forth and Clyde Canal, railway infrastructure and the M8. These
are barriers to movement that fragment the area physically and perceptually. There are also
deficiencies in the public transport, walking and cycling networks at a local level, internal to
the area’. City Plan 2 - Strategic Growth Corridors: Glasgow North.
The canal is a clear barrier to pedestrian linkage due to the existing location of crossing
points.
Large range of facilities within acceptable walking distance, however issues with road
crossings, footway/ path condition and neighbourhood safety.
Bus service penetration of the Hamiltonhill area is poor as it currently stands. Rail stations
are remote to the site.
A number of busy road intersections within the site.
The study area has a low private vehicle ownership level, which provides a baseline to
consider targeted sustainable travel improvements.
The number of facilities (employment, education, health & leisure) within acceptable walking
distance is high.
The potential for a larger number of residents oﬀers an opportunity to explore bus routes
and penetration, The canal location provides an attractive walking and cycling route to
encourage sustainable and healthy behaviours.
There are reasonable transport connections to and from the site. A regular bus service
connects the city centre with Saracen Street and areas to the north and east.
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Existing access
Currently Hamiltonhill is accessed primarily from the south, east and north with the canal
acting as barrier to the west. The five vehicular routes are found at Ellesmere Street (south
east corner), Killearn Street, Sunnylaw St / Carbeth Street, Allander St / Ardoch St and
Westercommon Drive. Further pedestrian access points are found on Allander and Stonyhurst
Streets.
A canal crossing at Applecross Basin provides pedestrians with access to the towpath along
the canal and the Woodside area while the next canal crossing to the east is located at Firhill
Road, distant to the site.
To the east of Hamiltonhill Stonyhurst Street and Bardowie Street are further key pedestrian
links to Saracen Street, which serves as the local service and commercial centre for
Hamiltonhill.
Access point A - Applecross Basin - Pedestrian and cycle access point
A route that passes the Forth and Clyde Canal and the local oﬃces of Scottish Canals. This
oﬀers a good quality pedestrian route to the edge of the site though the current arrangement
necessitates travelling to Ellesmere Street along the edge of Applecross Street rather than
directly into Hamiltonhill via green space.
Potential to convert to multiple mode access: pedestrian: high, cycle: low, vehicular: very low.
Access point B - Ellesmere St - Vehicle and pedestrian access point
A poor quality urban environment with high levels of traﬃc noise and a 160 degree turn into
Ellesmere St when approach from the city centre, precluding use as a bus route.
Access point C - Killearn Street - Vehicle and pedestrian access point
A good quality streetscape constructed in the early ‘90s overlooked by four storey tenements.
Access point D - Stonyhurst Street - Pedestrian access only
A strong gateway on Saracen Street between Saracen House and Possilpark Health Centre
with some high quality public realm interventions gives way to scrubland and a single
pedestrian footpath.
Potential to convert to multiple mode access: high.

Chapter 02/10 Connection and access
Access point E - Allander Street / Ardoch St - Pedestrian access (informal)
A strong gateway from Saracen Street with cobbled streetscape between Possilpark
Library and a three storey tenement gives way to a pedestrian route through a recently
demolished gap site. This route is also served by a low frequency bus route.
Potential to convert to multiple mode access: high (potential for legal issues).
Access point F - Sunnylaw/Carbeth Street - Vehicle and pedestrian access point
A poor defined streetscape with poor quality materials and inappropriately scaled (small)
buildings to both sides of the street.
Potential to convert to multiple mode access: n/a.
Access point G - Balgair Street - Pedestrian access only
Poor quality streetscape with limited overlooking by adjacent houses. Road blocked to
cars with incongruous planter and wall.
Potential to convert to multiple mode access: very high.
Access point H / I - Westercommon Drive - Vehicle and pedestrian access point
Idiosyncratic route around high rise flats past the Westercommon community centre, ‘The
Courtyard’. Bus route access.
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Chapter 02/11 Existing social and cultural uses
Despite over twenty years of disinvestment and the removal of several hundred flats there remains a strong
and easily identifiable community spirit within Hamiltonhill. This is apparent from our own communication
events, the 2015 Charrette and through the work that was carried out in 2017 by Baxendale and members
on the Hamiltonhill Community summarised in the ‘Our Hammyhill’ document.
There remain a number of formal and informal community facilities and events in and around the
Hamiltonhill area, some of which are identified below;

Our
Hammy
hill

1 - Community Central Hall - 292-312 Maryhill Road
Community hall
2 - Queens Cross Housing Association - 45 Firhill Road
Housing association oﬃce with community/meeting spaces
3 - Firhill Stadium - 80 Firhill Road
Football stadium
4 - Possilpark Clay Pits - Ellesmere St entrance
Local nature reserve
5 - The Courtyard at Westercommon - Westercommon
Community centre with cafe, hall and meeting/event spaces and outdoor multi use pitch
6 - Hamiltonhill Allotments - Ellesmere St

A comm

unity-led

Local allotments

vision fo

r Hamilt

onhill

7 - Scottish Opera - 40 Edington St
Music venue and oﬃces
8 - Scottish Canals Glasgow HQ - Applecross basin
Oﬃces
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9 - The Whisky Bond - 2 Dawson Road
Artists studios and business centre
10 - The Concrete Garden - 200 Balmore Road
Community garden and growing
11 - The Point - Saracen St
Multi use commercial centre comprising; Chinese supermarket and soft play
12 - St Theresa of Lisieux RC Church - Saracen St
Local church
13 - Possilpark Health and Care Centre - Saracen St
Local health Centre
14 - Possilpark Library and Learning Centre - Saracen St
Local library facility
15 - Possilpoint - 130 Denmark St
Community Centre
16 - National Theatre of Scotland - 125 Craighall Road
Headquarters and venue

Chapter 02/12 Engagement

Chapter 02/12 Engagement
The Hamiltonhill Masterplan has been subject to significant, long lasting and detailed
engagement over several years. This has taken a number of forms from the design team
attending local nature walks to contributing to and learning from the 2015 Charrette, “What
floats your boat?”. More recently Collective Architecture and QCHA have held events at
Bardowie Hall in June 2016 and at the Courtyard event at Westercommon in June 2017.
What floats your boat?
The Charrette was an invaluable event in providing a wide range of specialist baseline
information (reproduced as part of this report) and insight into what local priorities strengths
and weaknesses are.
The event focussed on the canal corridor and included the Firhill, Hamiltonhill and
Woodside communities. Local residents, landowners, businesses, council representative
snd those of other agencies attended the sessions to explore the future development and
further opportunities for the area.
A clear vision was articulated and agreed as the outcome of the Charrette which forms the
basis of the Urban Design Strategy (outlined in Chapter 03).
Vision
Glasgow’s Inner City Village: Tranquil Heart / Vibrant Fringe
- The city’s Inner City Park: nature and activity
- Bridging the canal and connecting communities
- Sustainable homes and neighbourhoods
- Build on unique heritage and culture
- Active and involved community
Goals
- Larger population
- Supporting shops and services
- Attractive, green and well designed
- Canal corridor wildlife resource
- Opportunities for employment and business growth
- Improved health and wellbeing

The Charrette was led by Land Use Consultants with a report prepared by Kevin Murray
Associates.
http://www.scottishcanals.co.uk/property--regeneration/projects-/glasgow/applecross-firhill-and-hamiltonhill-charette

Chapter 02/12 Engagement
#mycitymyshout

Image

Applecross-Firhill-Hamiltonhill-Charre5e
478-February-2015
Final-Outputs

brant)Fringe

#mycitymyshout

The information events of 2016 and 2017 provided useful
feedback for the Hamiltonhill Masterplan team led by Collective
Architecture and QCHA based on iterations of the submitted
layout plan.
The layout was generally welcomed by the majority of those
attending the event at Westercommon in June 2017 with the
following observations made;
- sports and play facilities are important to many of the current
residents
Goals
- green spaces should be maximised
Larger&popula+on- community facilities are important, some informal activities are
already taking place in the green spaces around the current
Suppor+ng&shops&and&services
A5rac+ve,&green,&well8designed
play area.
Canal&corridor&wildlife&resource
Opportuni+es&for&employment&business&and&culture
Improved&health&and&well8being
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Strengths
Community spirit
Topography / Landform: allows views to and from the area

Weaknesses
Topography / Landform: presents challenges to development around
access and barrier free routes

Connectivity: proximity to canal tow path and city centre

Connectivity: canal currently present a barrier with a distance of 1.2km
between canal crossings to the SW boundary of Hamiltonhill

Street layout: can be retained to reduce new service provision and form
the basis of a highly permeable transport and active travel network

Access: there is a limited number of access points to the area

Topography / Landform: supports dynamic surface water strategy and
can contribute positively to the character of the redeveloped area

Ground conditions: coal seams and shafts require extensive mitigation

Connectivity: potential for new connection across the canal
Connectivity/Ecology: potential for new connections to clay pit nature
reserve

Opportunities

Scottish Power infrastructure: the pylon line presents a threat to
development
Due to the limitations of the existing water infrastructure the project
depends on a necessarily complex surface water strategy

Threats

Chapter 03 Urban design strategy

/1
/2

Development framework
Urban design strategy
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Chapter 03 Urban design strategy - Reinvent
The reinvention of Hamiltonhill

Development framework from the Canal Hamiltonhill Dev Framework, October 2016

Chapter 03 Urban design strategy - Reinvent
The reinvention of Hamiltonhill

Development Framework
Canal Hamiltonhill Development Framework

1

Providing an accessible and meaningful linear park along the Canal Corridor
and the former Claypits that achieves a balance between ecological

sensitivities and its current semi-wild character, and the promotion of activity
and providing new facilities.

2

Creating an active travel network, including new canal crossings, to provide
better pedestrian and cycling connections between communities and their

respective services and facilities (e.g. Saracen Street and Woodside Health
Centre), as well as providing access to the Claypits green space and the canal
corridor.

3

The provision of sustainable homes and neighbourhoods, offering a variety
of house and tenure types, integrated with local green spaces, green

corridors and green/blue infrastructure e.g. Sustainable Urban Drainage.

Hamiltonhill Urban Design Strategy
The development will take large scale vacant sites and through
redevelopment and infrastructure investment transform Hamiltonhill into a
place that provides a modern, high quality, functioning and connected
housing neighbourhood.
A_ A people first approach must be taken, the area should be re-populated
with the majority of site given over to new residential accommodation with
increased density closer to Saracen Street and Possilpark town centre.
B_ Housing should be mixed tenure, type and scale
C_ Mixed use should be included
D_ Opportunities for surface water integration with green and grey routes
with a high quality and place specific public realm should be taken
E_ The layout shall embrace the new potential to connect across the canal

Enabling appropriate and well-designed development to ensure green

F_ The layout will consider how to remove the historic social north/ south
divide

spaces and key pedestrian and cycling routes are overlooked where

G_ Greater density is proposed to the eastern and southern edges

4

practical to make them feel safe.

5

Celebrating the unique heritage and culture of the area through respecting
archaeological and historic structures, buildings, whilst integrating new art

and cultural elements.

6

Promoting an active and involved community; physically through the
delivery of a strong pedestrian and cycling network, and the provision

H_ Improved connections to Saracen St and a new pedestrian gateway at
Applecross Basin should be formed
I_ Views out from the site, across site 4 and out from high points should be
maintained and defined
J_ Traﬃc permeability and bus routes should be considered
K_ The reinvention of Hamiltonhill should create an Eco-Village

of improved accessible green spaces and facilities for play and recreation.
Encouraging social involvement through community engagement and
participation in the regeneration of the area.
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The reinvention of Hamiltonhill

Chapter 04 Design concept

/1
/2
/3

Vision - Hamiltonhill Reinvention
Introduction to placemaking
Placemaking principle diagrams
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Chapter 04 Vision
Vision - Hamiltonhill Reinvention

Biodiversity and Wellbeing

Chapter 04 Vision

The local nature reserve will provide the source for a biodiverse and walkable streetscape and pocket parks throughout Hamiltonhill. Stonyhurst Street will create a newly strengthened connection between Saracen Street and the nature reserve and beyond into the community of Woodside. The central park adjacent to Saracen Street will be a place for socialising, community events and markets providing fresh produce
to the residents of Hamiltonhill and the north of Glasgow. This will be complimented by two smaller parks, one focussed around play and the other a tranquil space offering a relief and welcome from the busy
nearby Saracen Street.

VisionHamiltonhill
- Hamiltonhill
10.0.
2030

Reinvention

Leisure activities will be available at both the Millennium Centre and the canal basin at the newly improved, multifunctional and accessible Firpark.
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Environmentally advanced building practices, the development of walkable, mixed use neighbourhoods, and the integration of a more robust transport system for the area will contributed to a more sustainable
condition, making Hamiltonhill an exemplar for other communities and places to learn from throughout Scotland.
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Chapter 04 Introduction to placemaking

As can be see from the vision and following design concept diagrams the
principles of placemaking as defined by IPG 1 are at the centre of the design:
- Character and Identity
- Successful open space
- Legibility and safety
- Ease of movement
- Vibrancy and diversity
- Adaptability and sustainability
The use of green, blue and grey routes is integral to the success of the masterplan
and aﬀects all of the placemaking principles by;
- managing run-oﬀ flow rates, using infiltration and the retention of storm water;
- protecting the water quality;
- being sympathetic and place specific to the environmental setting and the needs
of the local community;
- provide a habitat as an extension of the claypits for wildlife in urban
watercourses;
- assisting in viability of the project through adoption of the north Glasgow
dynamic water plan which allows for discharge to the canal and removal of the
Scottish Water infrastructure drainage network constraints. These combination of
these approaches will support the creation of a unique and unifying outdoor
environment that is specific to Hamiltonhill and takes advantage of the challenging
topography, local nature, canal and city centre proximity.
The following diagrams demonstrate how the proposal investigates design
solutions that integrate green, blue and grey routes throughout the site, making
connections with existing green and blue infrastructure and green spaces.

Chapter 04 Placemaking principle diagram
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Chapter 04 Placemaking principle diagram
ACTIVE TRAVEL ROUTES

Chapter 04 Placemaking principle diagram
ACTIVE TRAVEL ROUTES AND OPEN SPACES

A
A

B

E

C
D
B
D

E

Community park,
located at new and
existing housing
Square park, small
formal park
Link park, surface
water management
connection
Play park, informal
play park next to
family housing
Entrance to Claypits/
climax of Stonyhurst
St

C
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Chapter 04 Summary of key design opportunities

Connections to housing across swales
Passive supervision of streets
Streets act as public green spaces
Swales collect and treat surface water
Biodiverse connections are created
Play areas adjacent to family housing
Swales are multifunctional - defensible space/ parking/ play equipment
Mixed tenure development
Overlapping green / blue / grey routes
Pedestrian and cycle friendly
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Chapter 05 Supporting info for future developments

Improving access
Roads priorities and transport
Re-shaping the streets and water management
Architecture
Energy Strategy
Self-build
Eco-village

Chapter 05 Improving access

Key access points /connection routes
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Chapter 05 Improving access

5.2

Key Access Points / Re-Establishing Connections

The initial analysis and subsequent design process has identified a lack of connections to and from
Hamiltonhill. The proposed response is twofold:
1. Strengthening existing access points at Applecross Basin/Ellesmere Street, Stonyhurst Street,
Allander Street and Bardowie Street.
•

Site 4 should function as a gateway site to Hamiltonhill and at Applecross Basin. A series of steps
would access the site from the canal, leading towards Hamiltonhill Road.

•Improving
Killearn Street
or Allander
Street have the to
potential
to function as local
more established
vehicle
access
and connections
the surrounding
resource as
wellaccess
as

connections
to the city
are key
to achieving
the Hamiltonhill
Reinvention
route to Hamiltonhill.
Trafficcentre
lights could
be introduced
at Saracen
Street to formalise
the junction.
vision.
• It is proposed that Stonyhurst Street becomes a key connection between Saracen Street and
the Clay Pits. The streetscape is formal and should act as a green and blue corridor; an active
Strengthening
existing access points at Applecross Basin/Ellesmere Street,
street with Street,
the existing
community
the Stoney Street.
Gym and the health centre at its lower
Stonyhurst
Allander
Streetgarden,
and Bardowie
end. Stonyhurst Street is interupted for car traffic at Carbeth Street.

the southern
edge of
Site 4 Saracen
will function
a new pedestrian
•ToAllander
Street includes
twoHamiltonhill
key facilities towards
Street as
- Possilpark
Library and LearnA

D

gateway site to Hamiltonhill at Applecross Basin. A series of steps and associated
ing Centre and Ardoch House (currently vacant - refer to section 8.0 of the report). The site
landscaping will provide access to the site from the newly improved canal setting,
between
Stonyhurst
Street and Ardoch
leading
towards
Hamiltonhill
Road. House requires urgent attention, however is currently in
ownership of Jobs and Business Glasgow (formerly known as Glasgow’s Regeneration Agency

Stonyhurst
Street
andatAllander
Street
have the
potential
to function
as on
anthe former
(GRA)) . Allander
Street
its upper end
is extended
along
a new public
greenspace
additional
vehicle
access
route
into
Hamiltonhill.
Traﬃc
lights
could
be
introduced
school site with town houses on its norherm edge.
at Saracen Street to formalise the junction should this be required by a TRA.
2.The
Improving
existing and
making new
connections
within
Hamiltonhill
to allow through
easier anda safer
final decision
on detailed
transport
matters
should
be resolved
PPP
application
with
associated
traﬃc management
travel on foot
or an
by vehicle.
Any infrastructure
should aim plan.
to combine people movement with
movement of water.

It is proposed that Stonyhurst Street becomes a key pedestrian connection between
Streets within Hamiltonhill should be made pedestrian friendly, focussing on walking or cycling
Saracen Street and the Clay Pits, a boulevard highlighting the permeability of the
as the
priority
mode of movement
access
of cars
to all individual
plots. an
area.
The
streetscape
design ishowver,
formalallowing
and will
act as
a green
and bluehouse
corridor;
•active
The allotments
act the
as barrier
between
the Clay Pits
and Hamiltonhill.
TheGym
proposal
street with
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the Stoney
andrecommends
the health
centre
at new
its lower
end. are made, one immediately adjacent to the existing nursery and a furthat two
connections
•

B

E

ther connection approximately at the halfway line of the allotment site, however this will require

Allander Street houses Possilpark Library and Learning Centre and as such is an
the plot holders
agree
this intervention
as itbe
willreformulated
split the site intoas
two
in kind may
important
routetointo
theto area
and should
a parts.
high Work
quality
assist
with
reaching
an
agreement.
The
allotments
are
generally
seen
to
be
an
important
local
pedestrian access.
resource for Hamiltonhill.

to bebegained
from
Westercommon
bystreet
bothand
vehicles
and
•Access
The firewill
pathcontinue
barriers should
removed
in conjunction
with careful
lndscape
design.
pedestrians along the pedestrian lane.

This is considered a priority due to the historical stigma between the north and south halves of
Hamiltonhill. It is understood that there are historical reasons that these barriers have been in-

C

F

stalled.

Chapter 05 Improving access

Improving permeability within Hamiltonhill to allow easier and safer travel on foot
or by vehicle is a priority of the masterplan.
Streets within Hamiltonhill will be designed as pedestrian priority, focussing on
active travel as the priority mode of movement, however, vehicle access will be
made available throughout the site along passively traﬃc calmed roads. We
understand that there is currently some debate around shared surface routes in so
far as they can be problematic for people of limited sight. The proposed
masterplan proposes shared surface as a method of contributing to high quality
public realm and streets as places rather than only routes.
The fire path barriers should be removed in conjunction with careful street and
landscape design. This is considered a priority due to the historical stigma between
the north and south halves of Hamiltonhill. It is understood that there are historical
reasons that these barriers have been installed however passive traﬃc management
can contribute to a more easily accessed place that does not encourage vehicles
taking shortcuts through the residential area.
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Chapter 05 Roads priorities and transport

STREET
BARDOWIE

STREET
CARBETH

substation

STREET

HOBART STRE

BURMOLA

STREET
AUCKLAND

ET

ELLESMER

E STREET

TANNOCK STREET

STONYHURST STREET

DERWENT STREET

CALDARVAN STREET

DARTFORD STREET

CLEGHORN STREET

More dominant pedestrian areas, Reduced
carriageway width, low kerbs, common material
for footway area carriageway, sensitive soft
landscaping
Level surface- no deliniation between street user zones, user hierarchy
favours pedestrians.
Pedestrian pathway - no car traffic.

Road typologies

STREET

BONHILL STREET

DENHAM

APPLEBY STREET

No road markings or signage - informal
crossings, frequent traffic calming measures

ELLESM

ERE

STRE
ET

HAMILTONHILL
ROAD

ELTHAM STREET

Chapter 05 Re-shaping streets and water management

ely

The pictures show examples of water
management systems integrated into
urban areas.

w

en

Rill and permeable paving

Narrow Swale

Rill

No road markings or signage; informal
crossings, frequent traffic calming
measures
More dominant pedestrian areas, Reduced
carriageway width, low kerbs, common
material for footway area carriageway,
sensitive soft landscaping
Level surface; no delineation between
street user zones, user hierarchy favours
pedestrians.
Pedestrian pathway - no car traffic.
Wide Swale

Rill and permeable paving

Street h

Rill with street furniture

The detail
of the streetscape
and water
The pictures
show examples
of shared
will be developed as the project
surfacemanagement
streets.

progresses. These images demonstrate
examples of best practice water management
features in the public realm. This approach
will set the standard for the streetscape
design of Hamiltonhill.

Main Sewer connected surface water
Main
management - above ground
management

Main
Main sewer connected surface water
management
management - piped below ground
Canal
Canal connected surface water
management
management - above ground
Canal connected surface water
management - piped / below ground
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Chapter 05 Architecture

While the masterplan document focusses on the public realm and broad
urban design moves the successful delivery of the Hamiltonhill Reinvention
vision will also depend on high quality architecture. The buildings should
reflect the highest standard of design and be undertaken in the context of
the highest national standards.
It is proposed that all dwellings will meet the Glasgow Standard and meet
or better GCCs design standards.

Chapter 05 Energy strategy

AECOM - LZCT (Low or Zero Carbon Technologies)
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Chapter 05 Energy strategy

Aecom’s summary
A proposed residential development is planned for the Hamiltonhill

For heat pumps, the performance is sensitive to the supply temperature and two

neighbourhood in Glasgow. It will have approximately 650 dwellings as a

options have been considered. These are: a) a lower temperature of 70oC which

mixture of blocks of flats, cottage flats, and houses. A review of possible heat

improves performance but requires larger heat emitters in the housing and b)

sources shows that there are old mine workings in the Hamiltonhill area.

80oC, which is a more typical temperature for a building heating system. For the

Provided these are flooded, they can be a source of heat through the mine

70oC option, the heat pump co-eﬃcient of performance (CoP) is 3.7, while it is

water which can be used with heat pumps (HP) to provide heat via a district

3.2 for the 80oC option.

heat network (DHN). Gas fired combined heat and power (CHP) is also an
option to provide heat to the development over a district heating network. The
canal near the development site freezes in the winter and is therefore
unsuitable as a heat source to use with heat pumps. The energy centre for the
DHN could be located towards the south of the development close to
Ellesmere Street and Applecross Street. There is a flat area of vacant land
behind the existing buildings that would be suitable. The potential site is also
screened by trees, reducing any visual impact from the building.
A review of potential renewable energy for the Hamiltonhill area shows that
while biomass is not being considered for new buildings in Glasgow due to air
quality concerns, solar photovoltaics (PV) and solar thermal panels are options
that can be considered for the development.

For the HP option, mine water could be a potential heat source, possibly as an
open loop system. If this option is to be considered further, more work would be
required in terms of assessing the potential of this source and to determine
whether an open loop or closed loop system is best. Any requirement for an
abstraction licence will also need to be investigated.
CHP could bring a larger eﬀective carbon dioxide emissions reductions (27%
total CO2 savings), but in this case the emissions reductions are connected to
the electricity exported to the electricity grid, assuming that Hamiltonhill would
not have a private wire network. Based on only the heat provided by the CHP,
the carbon dioxide emissions at Hamiltonhill would increase by 45% compared
to the baseline. The CHP option would use more gas to generate the heat for
Hamiltonhill and electricity for export than the baseline case with individual

High-level modelling was carried out to identify carbon dioxide emission

boilers. As the electricity grid decarbonises the emissions benefit associated

reductions and energy cost savings for CHP, HPs, PV, and solar thermal

with exported electricity will reduce.

options against the base case of individual gas boilers. The modelling includes
summarises the systems considered, the annual carbon dioxide reductions

If Queens Cross Housing Association (QCHA) is interested in investigating
district heating network options further, we suggest finding funding to support

over the base- line and the 30-year whole life costs of the options. The carbon
dioxide emission reductions over the baseline case for the HP would be 9%

this. The HP and CHP options with DHNs are expensive, costing approximately
£2.7 million for the DHN including building connections and £750,000 for the

with a HP CoP of 3.7 and 4% with a HP CoP of 3.2. These figures will improve

domestic heat interface units (HIUs). The district heating network would also

in the future as the electricity used to power the heat pumps will reduce in

sup- ply only residential properties, meaning there is limited diversity in the load.

carbon content as the grid is decarbonised through increased renewable

In general the building heat loads are reasonably low, as the buildings will be

energy generation.

constructed to a high standard of insulation. Both these factors reduce the

whole life cost estimates at 30 years and simple payback periods. Table 1

benefits of a DHN and make the economics less favourable.

Chapter 05 Energy strategy

Solar thermal heating for domestic hot water (DHW) would bring an annual CO2
reduction of approximately 8%. This option has a simple payback period of
approximately 28 years.
The solar photovoltaic option has a favourable 30 year whole life cost, with a 13year simple payback period. With PV, energy demand does not always match
energy generation, so we assumed that approximately 50% of the electricity
generated from PV would be exported from Hamiltonhill. Total CO2 emissions
reductions would be about 27% when including exported electricity. For the
electricity used on site at Hamiltonhill, the CO2 emissions reduction would be
approximately 13%.
Further consideration should be given to the use of PV for Hamiltonhill as the
CO2 savings would be significant and it is the best option financially. PV is an
established technology, so in general it is a low-risk option. Considerations for
PV include designing the roof structure to support the weight of PV panels and
consulting the Council’s Local Authority Planning Department to request
permission for the installation.
A final consideration at present is the increased uncertainty around the
renewable energy support mechanisms, which are currently under review by the
U.K. Government.
Architectural strategy
Following Aecom’s detailed review and thorough consideration of many options
by the design team a largely passive approach to energy eﬃciency is proposed.
This approach which will involve; careful use of thermal mass and passive solar
gain allied to high levels of thermal insulation which will be complimented by the
use of local solar and photovoltaic panels.
The full study is available as an appendix to this document.
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Chapter 05 Self build

Allocating a part or parts of the site to self build has the potential to contribute to
Hamiltonhill’s reinvention as a unique and creative place. Any self build approach is
likely to take the form of serviced plots and will be clarified between the developer
and QCHA as the project develops. No specific area has yet been identified.
Self build oﬀers;
- the potential to create a home at an aﬀordable price,
- the ability for the home owner to create a specific design,
- the ability to tailor the process, time and contract type,
- the potential to contribute to a developing Eco-village

Chapter 05 The eco-village

There is a clear aspirations that the reinvented Hamiltonhill should become an
‘Eco village’; an exemplar neighbourhood that represents a a very high level of
sustainable design based on ecological principles and causing as little impact
on the environment as possible.
Out Masterplan includes the following principles that contribute to the
Hamiltonhill Reinvention being an Eco-village:
1. Contemporary design, sustainable construction with low energy use and
very high levels of insulation.
2. Use of (innovative) local, natural materials - thoughtful design that gives the
project its eco-credentials.
3. Buildings carefully positioned in distinctive groups around open space and
responsive to existing context.
4. Creating variety, ie through diﬀerent positioning and size of windows,
varying materials, a range of features.
5. Determine the arrangement of the windows by understanding optimal
relationship between solar gain and daylight, but consider views out also Houses do not look onto each other but onto open space.
6. The landscaping should be enjoyable places for people to look at and use
as well as being a vital contribution to village life. It includes for communal
green spaces that can be used by both the residents and the neighbouring
community: a low maintenance wild flower meadow, an apple orchard with
composting facilities or a kick-around area. This mix of landscape treatments
and a series of ‘swales’ provide natural drainage to the site and should benefit
wildlife generally.
8. Internally, the layout is carefully designed to maximise space, light and
through-ventilation.
9. High levels of insulation (produced from natural or recycled materials) and
airtightness.
10. Consider active renewable energy systems - solar panels or thermal
systems, wind turbines, etc.
11. Rainwater recycling.
12. Minimising waste at construction stage, consider prefabrication.

13. Re-use of existing topsoil that has been stored - soil to be redistributed
across the site.
14. Residents consultation at every stage (ie. schools, existing tenants or
owners)
15. Residents will be equipped with a user-friendly guide, “How to live in your
eco-home”, containing helpful tips like when to and when not to open
windows, to ensure that the green aspirations of the project are continued in
practice.
16. Design team to carry out an evaluation of energy consumption, once all
the households have moved in.
Furthermore, there are additional aspirational goals that would contribute to
Hamiltonhill becoming an Eco village:
1. Buildings should achieve to zero-carbon standard.
2. Large areas of the development should be car-free, with community
parking at its perimeter.
3. Incorporate possibilities for food growth, urban farming.
4. Allow a percentage or element of self-build within the overall development.
5. Community ownership will be an important incentive and medium /
longterm goal.
6. Any heat produced within the building should be recycled.
The designation as an Eco-village is in development and will be subject to
funding agreements with GCC and other supportive groups.
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Chapter 06 Indicative Masterplan
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REVISION NOTE -
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Former Westercommon School site layout updated
following GCC planning meeting.

9/2/18

GH

Accomodation totals - North Area
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Accomodation totals - South Area
Total residential South -

307 units

Total retail -

3 units

Overall total residential -

624 units

Refer to phasing diagram and accomodation schedule
for further detail

2 storey house
cottage flats
3 storey townhouses
3 storey blocks of flats
4 storey blocks of flats
5 storey blocks of flats
shops
water retention feature typically dry with the capacity
to hold water following flood
events
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Chapter 06 Indicative Masterplan north area

Chapter 06 Indicative Masterplan south area
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Chapter 06 Indicative Masterplan detail

Park with play equipment and pitch
Shared surface streetscape with passive traffic
calming
Parking integrated into landscape
Swales used as water conveyancing and defensible space
Two storey housing fronting to street

Three storey flats facing city

Chapter 06 Indicative Masterplan phasing diagram
REV -

REVISION NOTE -
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Updated following client and Scottish Canals meeting

3/8/17
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B

Mix updated to correspond to layout.

25/10/17
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C

Phase B numbers updated following GCC planning
meeting.

9/2/18

GH

This indicative phasing diagram is
included to highlight the need to
coordinate phasing with connection to
the water infrastructure connection to
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Chapter 06 Indicative Masterplan tenure diagram
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Chapter 06 Indicative Masterplan Supporting documentation

A number of studies have been undertaken by AECOM to support the
development of the Hamiltonhill Masterplan. These documents are
listed below and will be made available to be read in conjunction with
this study:
- Hamiltonhill initial drainage assessment (Nov 2015) – which considers
the best option to drain to sewer or canal
- DIA Stage 1 report (Nov 2015)
- Hamiltonhill Environmental screening and scoping reports (July 2015)
- Applecross-Firhill VDLF/Hamiltonhill - Geo-Environmental Desk Study
February 2015
- Applecross-Firhill VDLF/Hamiltonhill - Site 1 Stage 2 Ground
InvestigationReport (GIR) November 2016
- Applecross-Firhill VDLF/Hamiltonhill - Site 3 Stage 2 Ground
Investigation Report (GIR) November 2016
- Applecross-Firhill VDLF/Hamiltonhill - Site 4 Stage 2 Ground
Investigation Report (GIR) November 2016
- Hamiltonhill Surface Water Management Strategy (Jan 2017)
including costs
In addition a series of documents have been prepared in support of a
Scottish Canals’ planning application for the Claypits:
- Infrastructure drawings of proposed ponds and drainage routes (6 x
drawings) (Nov 2017)
- Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Impact Assessment (Sept 2017)
- Assessment compliance certificate (Sept 2017)
- Independent check certificate (Sept 2017)
- Hamiltonhill Ecology report (Sept 2017)
- Hamiltonhill Heritage technical note (Nov 2017)
- Hamiltonhill residential development backing text (Sept 2017) – sets
out the purpose and reasoning behind need for SUDS infrastructure
in Claypits basin
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Chapter 07 Conclusion and next steps
Conclusion
The Hamiltonhill Reinvention is a detailed and wide ranging proposal for the
reinvention of the Hamiltonhill area in the north of Glasgow. Extensive baseline
studies, culminating in a clear SWOT analysis has identified the constraints and
opportunities of development.
A series of clear diagrams and design principles underpinned the development
of the Masterplan proposal which seeks to create an attractive, well connected,
creative and sustainable community on the north edge of Glasgow’s urban
centre that is inextricably linked to the natural wildlife corridor around the Forth
and Clyde canal.
There remain extensive challenges to the development of this plan, not least
funding and securing strategic support for the management of the surface water
connection to the canal.
The next steps overleaf clarify what remains to be done.
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Chapter 07 Conclusion and next steps
Next steps
1. Select a Team of Design Consultants (Architects / Engineers) to
develop the outline proposals of the Masterplan into detailed plans for
planning and construction.
2. Agree proposals for the construction and maintenance of the
approved drainage system into the Canal, and identify grant
funding to meet the cost of these works.
3. Consider how best to select a partner Private Developer willing and
able to deliver the significant number of houses for private sale.
4. Agree land ownership with Glasgow City Council and arrange for
the legal transfer of certain sites to allow the provision of housing for
sale.
5. Seek additional grant funding to meet the cost of dealing with
abnormal ground conditions (old mine workings) present throughout
the area.
6. Agree a timetable for the development process with the Design
Team, including for Planning Permission in Principle.
7. Agree the phasing of a construction programme, along with a final
tenure location and mix, with the successful Developer/Contractor
and DRS Investment Funding.
8. The Association and the Design team to work with the local
community on the detailed design proposals for individual phases.
9. Ensure the cost of building the Association’s houses meets the
allowable Grant levels, so that the Association can afford to build the
new homes. Ensure the cost of building the private market homes is
covered by the expected sales values.
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